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SAVOY FAMILY CAJUN BAND
Technical Requirements
Date of performance ________________________________
This rider regarding SAVOY FAMILY CAJUN BAND engagement is herein made a part of the
attached contract.
1. SOUND: Presenter will supply a first-class professional sound system and a professional sound
person to operate it. Sound system will be in place (according to provided sound chart) and
ready to sound check at designated sound check time.
2. MONITORS: Band requires four separate monitor mixes on stage.
3. BACKLINE: Presenter will supply a high-quality, weighted keyboard with seat (as per stage
plot) or newly tuned piano on the stage.
4. LIGHTS: We request normal warm concert lighting. Any special FX or follow spots we leave
to the discretion of the presenter
5. BACKSTAGE: Presenter will provide one or preferably two clean, private dressing rooms for
Artist before and after performance. Dressing room shall have mirrors and a private bathroom.
6. HOSPITALITY: Light refreshments including coffee, bottled water, juice, diet and regular
cokes,imported beer, and a deli tray. The refreshments are needed from sound check on.
7. HOSPITALITY: a hot meal or meal buy out for four people
8. PRESENTER shall provide three (3) hotel rooms in a minimum three star (3) hotel. Hotel
information: _____________________________________________________
9. PRESENTER agrees to contact performers regarding any difficulties in meeting any technical
requirements, or to address any other concerns.
10. It is understood and agreed that the terms "employer" and "employee," if used elsewhere
herein, serve only to identify the parties to this agreement. Their use does not in any way
establish a true or bona fide presenter/employee relationship in spite of any contractual wording
herein to the contrary. The true and prevailing relationship between the parties is that
expressed in terms contained in the Federal Internal Revenue Service Regulations revised 1968,
ruling 68107.
AGREED AND ACCEPTED BY
_______________________________Date_______________
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